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Abstract. We discuss SU(2) lattice gauge theories at non-zero temperature and
prove several rigorous results including i) the absence of confinement for
sufficiently high temperature in the pure gauge theory, and ii) the absence of
spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking for sufficiently high temperature in the
theory with massless fundamental representation fermions.

I. Introduction

Non-abelian gauge theories are the central building blocks of modern particle
theories and have been widely studied in recent years. Despite this effort, very few
physical results have been rigorously derived.

In this paper we consider SU(2) lattice gauge theories and derive several results
concerning the finite temperature behavior of these theories.1 These include the
following:

A. In two or more space dimensions, there is a temperature Tc < oo (depending
on the bare coupling and dimension) such that for temperatures T>TC static
quarks cannot be confined.2

B. In any dimension, in the theory with dynamical massless fermions in the
fundamental representation, there is a temperature Γch < oo (depending on the
dimension and number of fermions) above which chiral symmetry cannot be
spontaneously broken.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sect. II we introduce our notation and
review a variety of background information. This includes the definition of our
confinement criteria and the equivalence between the lack of confinement and the
spontaneous breakdown of a global Z(2) symmetry. Section III contains our proof
of the absence of confinement at high temperature. We use a Peierls argument to
demonstrate the spontaneous breakdown of the global Z(2) symmetry. However,

1 Preliminary portions of this work have appeared in [1]
2 Recall that in one space dimension static quarks are confined for all temperatures T< oo
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the energetic estimates needed for our Peierls argument are far more delicate than
those needed in conventional applications of this technique [2]. This is because the
probability of a domain boundary is only suppressed by a power of 1/Γinstead of
the usual exponential suppression. In order to deal with this problem we develop
several renormalization group transformations which are simple enough to be
rigorously controlled and are sufficiently accurate to preserve the overall power of
T. In Sect. IV we consider the theory with dynamical massless quarks. We prove
the convergence of a fermionic cluster expansion (i.e., an expansion in spacelike
hops of the fermions) which converges for sufficiently high temperature for any
value of the bare coupling. The existence of this convergent cluster expansion
implies that all global fermionic symmetries are unbroken. Section V contains
some brief concluding remarks. A number of technical lemmas are relegated to
appendices. In addition, Appendix I describes some inequalities relating the
various standard confinement criteria (Wilson loops, 'tHooft loops, the static
quark potential, and the electric and magnetic flux free energies).

The major difficulty in proving our results is ultimately due to the paucity of
useful analytical tools which are applicable to non-abelian gauge theories. (There
are no non-trivial correlation inequalities [3], no random walk representations
[4], no useful duality transformations [5], etc.) However in pure gauge theories the
measure satisfies both ordinary positivity and reflection positivity [6,7]. Ulti-
mately, this is sufficient to derive the renormalization group bounds that we need
to prove non-confinement.

In the presence of dynamical quarks, the measure contains Grassmann algebra
valued terms and therefore one loses ordinary positivity (the integrand is no longer
a simple number). However the measure is still reflection positive and using this
alone, we are able to prove the convergence of our cluster expansion. (This may
seem somewhat surprising; in most conventional proofs of cluster expansions one
of the very first steps is a resummation yielding a single connected cluster during
which one uses ordinary positivity to justify a small amount of over counting
[6,8,9]. We are able to perform this resummation exactly and thus avoid any need
for ordinary positivity.)

The absence of confinement at high temperatures has been previously
demonstrated for any SU(JV) gauge group in three or more dimensions by Borgs
and Seiler using an entirely different approach [10].

II. Background

The lattice A will be taken to be a (d + l)-dimensional periodic hypercubic lattice of
size Lt x Ld

s. For technical convenience we will assume that the lattice lengths in
"time" (Lt) and "space" (Ls) are integer powers of two. A will be regarded as an
anisotropic lattice with timelike and spacelike lattice spacings at and αs,
respectively. The physical temperature is defined as T=(Ltat)~1. The "spatial"
lattice obtained as a particular equal time slice of A will be denoted Λs.

On rare occasions the direction and coordinates of links (/) or plaquettes (p)
will be indicated explicitly as lμ(n) or pμv(n\ where 0 ̂  μ, v ̂  d (with μ = 0 denoting
the "time" direction) and where the coordinates {nμ} are integers defined modulo
the length of the lattice.
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A. Pure Gauge Theory

An SU(2) valued link variable £/[/], is located on every link of the lattice. The pure
gauge action is given by [11]

Sa = βt Σ tr(l/[3pt]-l) + j8, Σ tr(l7[δpj-l). (2.1)
PtεΛ pseΛ

Here, pt(ps) indicates a timelike (spacelike) plaquette and U[dp~\ denotes the
ordered product of link matrices around the boundary of the plaquette p. The
timelike and spacelike gauge couplings are given by

βt = αΓ 3(αA) = «Γ 3(LtasT) ,

(2.2)

βs= αΓ3(αt/αs)= «Γ 3(LtasTΓl ,

where g2 is the conventional bare coupling constant. Note that increasing
temperature corresponds to increasing timelike coupling (βt) and decreasing
spacelike coupling (βs).

3

Expectations of observables are computed in the measure

pSg, (2.3)
leΛ

where the partition function ZΛ is defined by $dμΛ = l, and dU\ΐ\ denotes
normalized Haar measure on the group SU(2). dμA is a reflection positive measure
for reflections in d-dimensional planes parallel to two lattice axes which either
contain lattice sites or bisect lattice bonds [6, 7]. In addition dμΛ is reflection
positive with respect to timelike dihedral planes (i.e., planes parallel to the time
axis and at 45° to a spatial axis). [Recall that reflection positivity for a reflection
Θ which cuts the lattice into two equal pieces, A+ and A_ [with Θ(A+) = A_~],4 is

the statement that <F<9(F)> £ 0 (2.4)

for any observable F whose support is contained in A + . This condition guarantees
the existence of a positive definite transfer matrix [6]. Combined with the Schwarz
inequality, (2.4) implies that

|<FΘ(G)>| ̂  <FΘ(F)>1/2<GΘ(G)>1/2 (2.5)

for any observables F and G with supports in A + J]
For each spatial site x e As, let Sx represent the set of Lt timelike link variables

with the same spatial coordinates as the site x, and letfx(Sx) be an arbitrary (real)
function of the links in Sx. By repeatedly using reflection positivity for timelike
planes in between lattice sites, one may derive the chessboard estimate [12]

Π fx(Sx)\ ^ Π / Π fy(Sx)\ 1/u°'. (2.6)
yeΛs\xeΛs

3 The use of anisotropic couplings allows us to vary the temperature T, bare coupling g2, and
lattice length Lt independently
4 Due to the periodicity of the lattice, any reflection actually leaves invariant a pair of parallel
planes which cut the lattice into two equal pieces
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Similarly, for each spatial bond <xy> e Λs, (oriented such that x is a site in the even
sublattice of Λs\ \Qtf<xyy(Sx, Sy) be an arbitrary real function of the links in Sx\uSr

Using reflections in timelike planes through lattice sites plus timelike dihedral
planes, one may derive the chessboard estimate for "bonds,"

Π f<xy>(s»sy)z π / Π Λ.ΛΛ'^ 1 ' - (2.7)<xy>

These estimates will be extensively used in Sect. III.
We will use two different observables which may be interpreted as confinement

criteria. The first of these is based on the "twist," Ω[x], defined on sites of the
spatial lattice Λs as the (ordered) product of link variables along the straight
timelike path beginning at the site x e Λs and running once around the (periodic)
lattice. (This is a topologically non-trivial closed loop.) The static potential
between an external quark and antiquark, F ,̂ may be expressed in terms of the
two point correlation function of the trace of the twist [13],

exp(- F«(x, xO/T) = <i trO[x]i trOIXlX! = GA(x9 x') . (2.6)

We will generally restrict our attention to the case where the separation x — x' is
directed along a lattice axis.5

If the "magnetization,"

m= lim lim G^(x,x')1/2 (2.7)
|jc — x'\-+ao Ls-κχ)

vanishes, then this implies that the quark-antiquark potential increases to infinity
as the separation \x — x'\ grows, which is interpreted as confinement of static
quarks. Conversely, a non-zero magnetization implies non-confinement of static
quarks.

In addition to the local SU(2) gauge invariance [11], the action (2.1) is
invariant under a global Z(2) transformation which changes the sign of all time-
like link variables which emerge from the equal time slice Λs [14]. Under this
transformation, products of link variables around topologically trivial loops (i.e.,
topologically trivial Wilson loops) remain invariant, however the twist, Ω[x],
changes sign. In other words, tr Ω[x] is an order parameter for this Z(2) symmetry.
Consequently, just as in the d-dimensional Ising model, if the magnetization (2.7) is
non-zero, then the measure (2.3) does not describe an ergodic state and multiple
pure phases must occur [15]. In the pure phases f which could be selected by

adding an infinitesimal "magnetic field," h Σ trΩ[x]^, the order parameter has
a non-zero expectation, xeAs

lim lim <trΩ[x]>^=±m
Jι-»0 Ls->oo

5 The off-axis quark-antiquark potential is always bounded below by the on-axis potential,

where x" = x — \x — x' et and |x — x'| = max xt — xj|. This is an immediate consequence of reflection
positivity '
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and the Z(2) global symmetry is spontaneously broken. Conversely, if the Z(2)
symmetry is not spontaneously broken, then the magnetization must vanish and
static quarks are confined.

An alternative confinement criterion is based on the behavior of the electric or
magnetic flux free energy [16,5]. The magnetic flux free energy is defined by
changing the sign of the gauge coupling on a topologically non-trivial stack of
plaquettes. Explicitly,

exp-2Atr(l7[0p])\ , (2.8)
peSoi I A

where SQl is any coclosed set of plaquettes which winds once through each [01]
plane of the lattice. (For example, S01 = {Poι(n)\n0 = n t =0}.) [The magnetic free
energy of a gauge theory has a simple analog in a spin system; it corresponds to the
difference in free energy produced by changing periodic boundary conditions to
antiperiodic in one direction, or equivalently the expectation of an operator which
flips the sign of the coupling on a topologically non-trivial coclosed set of links
[17].]

The electric flux free energy is simply related to the magnetic free energy [16],

expί-FfVΌ^Kl-expί-FΓV^-^Cl-τ^oJ))^. (2.9)

By rewriting the theory in terms of a transfer matrix acting on a suitable Hubert
space, one may show that exρ( — FQlQC/T) is the expectation of a projection
operator onto states with global electric flux flowing through the periodic lattice in
the 1 -direction [16, 18]. If static quarks are confined by an asymptotically linear
potential, Fqq(x, x")^σ\x — x% then the string tension σ may be interpreted as the
energy per unit length of electric flux, and consequently one expects the electric flux
free energy to grow with the size of the lattice, F^lec ~ σLs. Conversely, if the electric
free energy remains finite as Ls-»oo, then this is interpreted as the absence of
(linear) confinement.

The two confinement criteria,

lim Urn Fq£(x,x') = ao and lim F^lec = oo
\χ — x'\-xχ) Ls-» oo Ls->co

are not strictly equivalent [18]. However, we prove in Appendix I that linearly
confining behavior for the electric free energy implies the presence of an
asymptotically linear static quark-antiquark potential. Specifically, we show that

xy\x - x'\ ̂  (Felec - 2Γ In2)/Ls (2.10)

for \x-x'\^LJ2.

B. Dynamical Fermions

For part of our discussion, we will add to the theory massless fermion fields [11].
Therefore, to each site i of the lattice A we will associate v independent generators
of a Grassmann algebra, denoted by χ[i]α? α = l, ...,v. The fermions at each site,
/p], transform under some (reducible) representation of the SU(2) gauge group.
We will assume that v is a multiple of four, and that the fermion representation is
equivalent to (v/2) copies of the fundamental representation. The fermion
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contribution to the action may be written as

Sf= Σ xHΓM<l7>(l/[ί])χ|j ], (2.11a)

where for each link / e Λ, Ml is a v-dimensional matrix depending on the link
variable U[Γ\. The explicit form of the matrices {Mt} depends on the particular
fermion latticization scheme adopted. We will assume that Ml has the form

2v~ί/~s/ι Λ . rπ, , T T Γ π Λ i (2.12a)

for spacelike links, and

0 y[/]* x

I x t/ΓΠ 0

for timelike links (* denote complex conjugation).6 Here, for each link / e Λ, y\Ί] is
a fixed v/4 dimensional unitary and hermitian matrix. The set of matrices {y[i]}

:-l (2.13)

for every plaquette p e Λ in order to recover the Dirac equation in the continuum

limit. Splittin
rewritten as7

/ Γ *~1 \

limit. Splitting the fermions into two parts, χ[i]= ί - . Ί τ )> ^e action may be

+i Σ
I t=<ί j>

Conventional choices for the matrices [y[ΐ]} are either

?[»J = (-1)J/V (2.14a)

(which gives "staggered" fermions [19,20]), or

7[nJ = 7μ (2.14b)

with {yμ, yv} = 2<5μv (which yields "naive" fermion [11]). (Since the irreducible
representation of this Clifford algebra is of dimension 2[d+ 1/2J, for naive fermions v
must be a multiple of 4x2 L d + 1/2j. Naive fermions are unitarily equivalent to
2 L < f + ι / 2 j COpjes of staggered fermions [20]. 8 For later notational convenience, we

6 In order to satisfy reflection positivity, fermions must obey antiperiodic boundary conditions
[7]. In other words, the sign of the coupling matrices {Mz} must be flipped on a coclosed set of
bonds which intersects once with every closed loop which winds once around the lattice. In most of
our discussion this will not be indicated explicitly. Note that we have rescaled the fermion fields so
as to remove a conventional factor of (as)

d from the coupling matrices

7 The fermions may be given a bare mass by adding the term [11] wΣ^HvM We will only
consider the massless theory l>

8 The continuum limit of this theory actually describes 2d~[d + 1/21(v/4) species (or "flavors") of
physical fermions [20]
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will assume that for all timelike links y[/] equals the same matrix (which we will
call) y0.

Let G be the subgroup of U(v/4) which commutes with all the matrices {y[/]}
[G contains at least a U(l) subgroup and, for staggered fermions, equals U(v/4).]
The fermion action (2.11) is invariant under the global G x G symmetry
corresponding to independent rotation of fermions on even and odd sublattices.
(Explicitly, for any element (u, v)eGxG, ψ[ί]-+uψ[ι], and t/5[z]-»v5[z]ι;t for even
sites, while ψ[ι\-+vφ\ι\ and t/5[i]-»i/5[f|wt for odd sites.) This symmetry is referred
to as chiral symmetry.

The full measure is given by

S/), (2.15)
leΛ ίeA

v

where dχ[ι] = Π ^χ[z]α is the standard measure on a Grassman algebra [21]. The
α = l

measure (2.15) is invariant under the global chiral symmetry [as well as the local
SU(2) gauge symmetry].

In order to discuss reflection positivity in the presence of fermions, it is
convenient to split each link variable, [/[/], running from site z to site j, into two
"half-bonds" [7],

Here, for each nearest neighbor pair of sites (z, j), w[z J] e SU(2) may be regarded
as starting at the site z and running halfway toward the site j. In the measure
Π dU[Γ\ is replaced by Π dw[zj]dw[/, {]. Since the action and every physical
leΛ <ij>

observable only depends on the half-bonds through the combination (2.16), this
form of the theory is strictly equivalent to the original form. However, introducing
redundant variables in this fashion simplifies the definition of reflections through
planes which bisect links.9

In the presence of fermions, it is not simple to define reflections through
planes containing lattice sites in such a way that the bare measure (Ήdχ[(ή is

reflection positive. Reflections through planes between lattice sites may however
be usefully defined as follows,

Θ(zA) = z*Θ(A),

= θ(B)θ(A)9

(z), ©0')]* , (2.17)

Here Θ denotes a particular reflection which takes site z into site Θ(z), z is an
arbitrary complex number, and A ana B are arbitrary observables (polynomials in
the basic fields) whose support is contained in Λ. + . y [z, Θ(z)] denotes the product of
the matrices y[ΐ] along the straight line from site z to site Θ(ί).

9 Alternatively, the introduction of half bonds may be avoided by using a partial gauge fixing
which sets certain link variables to one (see [6])
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This definition of reflection is chosen so that i) the bare measure

]dw[/, ί]Πdψ[ί]dψ[ί]

is reflection positive, and ii) the action may be expressed in the form

(2.18)

where A and Bt are observables whose support is contained in Λ+. This implies
that the full measure satisfies reflection positivity [12]. Verifying (2.18) requires
using the fact that

= Σ (vWwp^).^^ (2.19)
α = l

where Θ is the reflection which bisects the link / = <//>. This decomposition of the
fermion action will be used in Sect. IV.

In order to test for possible spontaneous breaking of the global chiral
symmetry, we will study correlation functions of observables such as v)[Ov[Q
This is an order parameter for the chiral symmetry, and its expectation in the
measure (2.15) vanishes identically due to the symmetry. However, if the large
distance limit of the two-point function

lim lim <ψLί]ψ[ΐ]ψ\j]ψU]yA|ι-j|-»oo Ls-»oo

does not vanish, then this demonstrates the spontaneous breakdown of chiral
symmetry, and the existence of multiple pure states in which ψψ will have a non-
zero expectation [15]. Conversely, if all correlation functions of chirally non-
invariant, local fermion operators decay for large separations, then this implies
that the chiral symmetry is unbroken.

III. Non-Confinement at High Temperature

In this section the following theorems demonstrating the absence of confinement
for sufficiently high temperature will be proven.

Theorem I. For every coupling g2>0 and spatial dimension d^2 there is a
temperature T* < oo and a function μ(T) such that for all temperatures T< T* and
all sites x, y e Λs,

with μ(T) bounded uniformly as the spatial lattice size Ls-» oo . Furthermore μ(T) ->0
as T-»oo.

Theorem II. For every coupling g2 > 0 and dimension d^2 there is a temperature
T** < oo and a function ρ(T) such that for all T> Γ**,

uniformly in Ls.
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Using the definitions (2.6) and (2.7), Theorem I has the trivial corollary that for
all T> T* the two point function of the twist is bounded from below,

as is the magnetization,

Similarly, Theorem II is equivalent to the upper bound

exp(-FT8/T)gl-2exp(-ρ(T))<l

for all T>T**.

A. Projections

We begin by introducing projection operators for the upper and lower hemi-
spheres of SU (2),

p i l l if _L 2 "*-"L 'vj =3= v β j
* |θ otherwise. v '

We may bound our confinement criteria in terms of expectations of these
projections,

= l-4<P0

+P;>/1-2<l-|itrΩ[0]|>yί.

Here we have used translation invariance and the global Z(2) symmetry to
combine equivalent terms.

To bound the magnetic flux free energy, we introduce projection operators on
two spatial sites halfway around the lattice from each other,

exp( - F™*IT} = <(P0+

Here x=iLset, 501 = {pQ1(w)|n0 = n1 = 0}, and 5/

01 = {p01(n)K = 0,M1= - 1}. In
the last step, we have simply made a change of variables in the first expectation
which flipped the signs of the set of timelike links {I0(n)\n0 = n1 = Q}. This moves the
coclosed set of plaquettes with negative couplings from S01 to S'0ί and changes the
projection P "̂ to P^ . Next we use reflection positivity (2.4) for the reflection which
leaves invariant planes perpendicular to the 1-axis containing sites 0 and x.
Therefore

(3.3)
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(Here, the first step is reflection positivity, the next step repeats the change of
variables used above in the second expectation, and the last step uses the fact that

This result shows that the magnetic flux free energy will have non-confining
behavior (Fmag > 0) if the probability of oppositely directed twists is sufficiently
small. To demonstrate spontaneous magnetization, we must in addition show that
the probability for the twist to deviate from ± 1 is small.

B. Peierls Argument

In order to control the dependence of <PQ ^V) on the separation x, a modern
version of the Peierls argument may be used to bound this expectation in terms of
expectations of nearest neighbor projections [2]. Inserting l=Py + Py on every
site of the spatial lattice yields.

<PΪP;>Λ= Σ (UP? UP;} , (3-4)
QCΛs\yeQ yφQ / A

where Q represents an arbitrary set of spatial sites such that 0 e Q, x $ Q. Now let
C be a minimal length path (i.e. set of links) in Λs running from 0 to x, and define
a contour γ to be any connected, coclosed set of links (in Λs) such that y[C] = I.10

(Links in γ are defined to be connected if they are contained in the boundary of a
common plaquette; in other words their coboundaries intersect. y[C] denotes the
number of (oriented) links of y contained in C.) Therefore, resumming all sets Q
whose coboundaries contain a given contour, one finds

(3.5)

e Λs denotes the link running from spatial site y to the nearest neighbor site
/.) We will show (in the next subsection) that this expectation of nearest neighbor
projections around a contour obeys a bound

Π P;P;Λ£fc"Ί (3.6)
\<yy'>eγ I

for some (temperature and coupling dependent) constant K. Assuming this for the
moment, (3.6) implies that

/p + p-\< y

where N(\y\) is the number of contours of length |y|, and the sum starts from 2d since
this is the size of the minimal coclosed contour. In Appendix II we give a simple
counting argument which shows that

fc^3^-d (3.7)

10 Unlike previous applications of the Peierls argument [2], we define contours in such a way
that topologically non-trivial contours do not cut the lattice into two disjoint pieces. Our
definition simplifies the counting of contours of a given size
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(provided Ls^4). Therefore, if 3κ< 1, we find that

<PO P~>5ί —, :— γλ 2 2 . (3.8)

C. Disorder Probabilities

The crux of the proof is now to bound the expectations of the contour projections
/ Π PχPy\ as well as <1 — |-|trΩ[0]|>. These expectations essentially measure
\(xyyeγ /

the probability of formation of domain boundaries or point defects, respectively;
in other words they measure the disorder in the twist Ω[_x].

We begin by using the chessboard estimates (2.6) and (2.7) to bound these local
expectations by thermodynamic quantities,

^ / Π (l-tέtrΩMDV^ 1 , (3.9)

π p^py] ^/ π P: π p~γMd^. (3.ιo)
\xeA* yeΛ° /

Here Λl (Λ°) represents the even (odd) sublattice of As.
These resulting thermodynamic expectations each have the form

/ Π fy(Ω[y])) f°r some set of non-negative class functions {fy}. It will be

convenient to express these expectations in terms of the transfer matrix T,

Π f y ( Ω [ . y l j \ = Z ~ 1 $ Y l d U [ ΐ ] Π /y(Ω[y])
yeΛs I leA yeΛs

βt Σ tr(l7[dp]-l) + & Σ tr(t/[3p]-l)l

(3.11)

Here UΩ[ΐ] = Ωp]C7[/]ί2[/]t for /= <ιj>, and we have introduced (the Lt

th power
of) the transfer matrix T whose matrix elements are given by

L~ i L
ί Π ΠdVt[f]eτtfβtΣ Σ

Σ Σ trίl/ίδp]-!). (3.12)
t= 1 pe^ls

(In this last expression, the subscript on Ut[Γ\ denotes the time of the link matrix,
and £/0[Γl = [/[/], UL\ΐ] = l/TQ ) To derive (3.11) one makes a change of variables
(gauge transfomration) which effectively sets to one all timelike link variables
except for those that end in the spacelike slice As which are transformed into the
twist ί2[x].

In Appendix III, we derive a simple recursion relation for the transfer matrix
which yields the bound,

> Σ tr([7'[/]C7[/]t-l) + μs|F>V (3.13)
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Here F> is an explicit constant (depending on βt and Lt) and, if Lt = 2k, then the
"renormalized" coupling β> is the image of βt under the feth iterate of the mapping

(3.14)

[/1(z) is a modified Bessel function.] As T-»oo, β> ~βt/Lt + 0(lnβt\ and

[For the precise definition of F> see (A3. 5).]
Inserting this bound on the transfer matrix yields the result

Π /,(Ω[y])\ ^z-'f π dΩMΛίΩM) Π
e/ls / xeyl leΛs

(3.15)

This reduces the original theory with Lt time slices to an effective theory defined on
a single time slice.

At this point, one can exactly integrate over the remaining spacelike link
variables and find

Πf,(Ω[yΊ)}£Z-*eMp>l Π

M ;/»>), (3.16)

(3.17)
2psιnωsιnω /

and βιωW is the eigenvalue of the twist Ω[x] in the upper half plane (i.e.,

We must now perform the final integral over the eigenvalues {ω[x]}. Consider
first the right-hand side of (3.9) and note that

and J(ω, ω/; β) ̂  exp2β(cos(ω - α/) -1),

sinω sinα/J(ω, ω'; β) ̂  (4β) ~* exp2/?(cos(ω — ωx) — 1).

Furthermore, 1 — |^trΩ[x]| = 1 — |cosω[x]|^sin2ω[x]. Hence,

Π (l-fttrΩ[x]|)\ ^(βFV(2jS>)2)MslZJcy(2JS>)/Z, (3.18)
xeΛs /

where Zxy(β) is the partition function of a d-dimensional xy model,

^(/0 = fΠ^^exp Σ ]8(cos(βM-β[y])-l). (3.19)
Λτeyl s

To evaluate the contour expectation (3.10) we will use the fact that

P+P~ J(ω[x], ω[y]) ^ P+P~ [J(ω[x], π/2)J(π/2, ω

Inserting this bound yields |ΛS| decoupled integrals, so that

Π Pi Π Py\ ^(eF>j()8>))'^'/Z, (3.20)
ceyl f yeΛ°
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where π/2 dm

j(β)= J — sin2ωJ(ω,π/2)' (3.21)
o π/2

and j(β) ~ (4β) ~ d/]/πdβ as β -> oo .
To complete our estimates we must derive an upper bound on the xy model

partition function, and a lower bound on the full gauge theory partition function.
This is done in Appendix IV where we find explicit functions zxy(β) and z(βt, βs)
such that

Z

Asymptotically,

as β, L,-χx) and
z(βt,βje-">~cβ>312,

as T->oo. The positive constant c depends on the bare coupling #2 and Lt.
Combining these results yields

/ Π (l-Utrfl[x]|)\ ^[r/(4/ί>)]^l (3.23)
\*eΛs /

and

' P; Π /7\ ^[s/(4j8>)("-1)]M l , (3.24)

where r= Z χ > ) > and 5= (4/?>)' ̂ ^ . Note that the ratios r and 5

remain bounded as T-> oo (uniformly in Ls). Returning finally to (3.9) and (3.10), we
have

_ " a s

and

' π P:I
where

d-1)/d as T->oo.

Thus, we have established the basic bound (3.26) needed for the Peierls argument.
Inserting (3.8), (3.25), and (3.26) into the initial bounds on confinement criteria,
(3.2) and (3.3), yields the theorems stated at the beginning of this section.

IV. Chiral Symmetry at High Temperature

In this section we derive the following theorem:

Theorem III. For every coupling g2>0 and spatial dimension d^l there is a
temperature Γch > oo such that

lim lim
|ι-j|-*oo MS|->QO
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vanishes for all T>Tch. More generally, for T>Tch all correlation functions of
aurally non-invariant local fermion operators exhibit exponential clustering. Our
result for Tch mil actually be independent of the bare coupling.

The starting point of our proof is the observation that spacelike terms in
fermion action (2.12) are suppressed relative to timelike terms by a factor of (at/as)
= l/(LtasT). Therefore an expansion in powers of the number of spacelike hops
should converge for sufficiently large temperature.

Consider the expectation of some product of local fermion operators,

e>=Π(xmτM.ί])=Πot, (4-1)
ieO ieO

where 0 is some finite set of sites and each Γt is an arbitrary unitary matrix. Define
&ι to equal one for sites not contained in the set 0. The expectation of & is given by

Π dχ[ί](U tfA
leΛ ieA \ieO )

• Π exp(χ[ί]ΓM<ij>(ί7[/])χ[j ]), (4.2)
i = <»./>

where Sg is the pure gauge action (2.1), Sfttis the timelike part of the fermion action
(2.11), and ls = <//> denotes an arbitrary spacelike link running from site / to site;.

Our cluster expansion is generated by the representation,

ι (4.3)

where

(4.4)

(The half-bond w[ΐ,j] is to be taken in the representation under which χ[ί]
transforms. Note that exp/<",-> = !+/<"./>, since (f*ijy)

2 = Q. This decomposition
is equivalent to (2.19).) Inserting this representation in (4.2) yields

<0>= Σ (^ Π /ιαexp-S/sS
C C Z v x L \ (α,/)eC

Here L = {ls e A} is the set of all spacelike links and C is an arbitrary subset of the
set consisting of v copies of L. Each set C may be decomposed into a number of
connected components, where connectivity is defined by first projecting Zv x L
onto L, then projecting L onto the set of links in Λ& and finally using the ordinary
definition of connectivity in the spacelike slice As. (In other words, two spacelike
links are connected if they may be joined by a sequence of timelike links.) Next, we
may resum all components of C which do not intersect the set 0. This yields the
cluster expansion,

1 Π fi Π (i-//α)\ΞΣJβ> (4 5)
(α,Z)eβ (α,/)eβ / <2

where the sum is over all sets β C Zv x L which are composed of clusters which are i)
connected, and ii) connected to some site of the set 0. β is the "closure" of β,
defined as the set of all elements of Zv x L which are connected to (any element of)
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Our main result for this section is

Theorem IV. The cluster expansion (4.5) converges absolutely and uniformly in \AS\ if

y = 2d2v2v/(Tas2
(v~1)/Lt) < 1. (4.6)

To prove Theorem IV, we need a bound on the generic term IQ in the
expansion (4.5). To obtain this, we will use the fact that the measure (2.13) satisfies
reflection positivity about planes without sites. Therefore, IQ may be bounded by
a chessboard estimate,

\I \Λ< FT /ίT~\ TJ(Θ)\f ΓΊ
ieQvO \\jeA J\(a,l)eQ

\ \ leδί

• Π /( Π Π(l+/r)V"S / ' sV (4 ?)
i e Q \ Q \ \ (α,ϊ)*Q ί ' ~ Z / /

\\ leδί J I

Here Ύf represents a sequence of reflections between lattice planes which moves
the site i to the site). Γ~/indicates that /' is one of the \Λ\/2 links which may be
moved by a sequence of reflections to the link /. The notation i e Q means that there
exists an element (α, /) e Q such that /e δi (δi is the coboundary of the site i). To
derive (4.7) we have used the fact that

where Θ is the reflection through the plane which bisects the link <//>. To simplify
the expectations in (4.7), note that due to reflection positivity

z=ί Π dU[t] Π dχDV Π Π (i +ffl * ί Π du[f] Π dχ[ί]e? Π Π (i +ff),
I i leΛ α / i 1<=T α

(4.8)

where TcΛis any set of links which is invariant under all reflections through planes
without sites. Since each of the numerators in the second set of expectations in (4.7)
is equal to the right-hand side of (4.8) for some set Γ, these expectations are all less
than one. Consequently, we find

\IQ\A£ Π (Ni/D), (4.9)
where eβuo

Ni=l(ΠTJ(ΦU\( Π Πf*\e-s'"\

Π Π/Λexp Σ xmτM0.fc>χ[/c]\ , (4.10)
(α,/)|.QZ'-I I It=0'fc> Λ

and x leδί J

(4.11)

Here <... yg denotes expectations computed with the pure gauge measure (2.3), and
Zg is the pure gauge partition function. We have used (4.8) to justify deleting the
spacelike part of the fermion action in the denominator of the first expectations in
(4.7).

At this point, we may finally integrate out the fermions explicitly. Consider the
denominator D first,, and note that it consists of \ΛS\ independent fermion integrals,
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each involving vLt fermionic degrees of freedom coupled together in a linear chain.
It is convenient to make a gauge transformation which, for each spatial site x e Λs,
sets every timelike link variable with the same spatial coordinates as x to the same
value (ί2[x])1/Lt. Hence,

D = /U d(Ω[x])\ , (4.12)
\xeΛs /g

where

= ϊ ΓΊ dw*V>fexpi Σ (n-tfoQU^-WoQ-v^J. (4.13)
f = l

This function is explicitly computed in Appendix V where we find

d(Q) = 2~vLt(tr(l + Q))v^2"v(Lt"1)P+(Q), (4.14)

where the projection P + (Ω) is one if trί2^0, and zero otherwise. Thus

(4.15)

[The next to last step was an (inverse) chessboard estimate, and the last step
follows from the global Z(2) symmetry of the pure gauge theory.]

For each numerator Nt a very simple bound will suffice. First recall that each/^
term contains a factor of ^(at/as). After extracting these overall factors, the
remaining fermion integrations are of the form

ί dχ Π (ί' vq)
 exP 2 t'ml> (4 16)

where χ is a vector containing all v\Λ\ fermion components, and each vector vq is a
unit vector. (If &t is not one, then Nt is a sum of v\A\ terms of this form.) From
Appendix III, one easily sees that the eigenvalues of the matrix m (which describes
timelike fermion hopping) are all bounded by one. By the usual rules of Grassmann
integration, this implies that the integral (4.16) is bounded by one. Consequently,
we find

' Π to

Inserting these bounds into (4.9) yields

|/Q|S(v/e)l°l(|/c(αt/αs))l2l, (4.18)

where
fcΞΞ2v/2(v-1)/Lt. (4.19)

Finally, we must count the number of sets, N(Q), of a given size \Q\. Since vLt

elements of Zv x L project onto a given spacelike link / e Λs, we have

where n(\Q\) is the number of sets of links in the spacelike slice Λs of size \Q\ (and
where each connected component is connected to the set 0). A standard counting
argument (based on Euler's Konigsberg bridge problem) [22] implies that the
number of connected sets of size q touching a given site is bounded by (2d)2q. Since
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there are at most \0\ connected clusters in the set Q, we obtain

oo oo \O\

Σ Σ δ(\Q\-Σ^]Π(2d)2^vk(Ltat/as)r
|QI=Qmmίl ..... β|0| = 0 V ' / ' = 1

fvfcVo» r dz (y/z)β-
~(V/Cj (z-y)(l-z)l°l

lol"1(z~βm1^ (4 20)

Provided γ = 2d2vk/(Tas) < 1 . (4.21)

Here βmin is the minimal size of a set β with a non-zero contribution, and the
contour C circles the points z = ϋ and z = y counterclockwise. This proves
Theorem IV.

If & = ψ[f\ψ[ί]ψ\j]ψ[j']9 then since ψψ is chirally non-invariant the contri-
bution from sets consisting of two disjoint clusters vanishes identically. Hence Qmίn

equals the minimal number of links connecting site i to j, and

as \i—j\-*ao. This establishes Theorem III with

Tch = 2d2v2v/(as2
(v~1)/Lt). (4.22)

Note that Γch remains finite in the time continuum limit (Lt->oo).

V. Discussion

We have established that for sufficiently high temperature static quarks cannot be
confined (in the pure gauge theory), and that chiral symmetry with massless
fundamental representation fermions cannot be spontaneously broken. Our
methods are applicable for all values of the bare coupling and in all possible
dimensions. However, our bounds on the critical temperatures are obviously
crude. In particular, they behave poorly in the weak coupling (or continuum) limit
where the physical critical temperatures [in units of (αs)~*] are expected to vanish
like exρ( — c/g2) with c>0 [23]. Proving a bound on any physical quantity
which has the correct weak coupling behavior is a major unsolved problem in non-
abelian gauge theories. This is the basic stumbling block which currently prevents
the actual construction of the continuum limit.

Extending our methods to gauge groups other than SU(2) should be possible
but will be technically more involved. For example, to generalize the Peierls
argument of Sect. Ill it appears necessary to introduce a set of projection
operators which controls the individual eigenvalues of the twist (instead of
merely controlling the trace of the twist). Furthermore, although our proof of the
absence of chiral symmetry breaking is essentially independent of the pure gauge
dynamics (and thus yields a bound independent of the bare coupling) this will no
longer be possible for groups larger than SU(2) or for fermions in representations
other than the fundamental. (The difficulty arises in controlling the probability of
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fermion zero modes in the partition function.) Finally, it should be possible to
prove the convergence of the fermionic cluster expansion for sufficiently large
chemical potential at any temperature. However, the fact that a non-zero
chemical potential destroys reflection positivity (with respect to timelike planes)
frustrates the obvious extension of our proof.11

Appendix I. Confinement Criteria Inequalities

In this appendix we discuss the inequalities relating Wilson loops, 't Hooft loops,
the static quark potential, and the electric and magnetic flux free energies which
may be derived using reflection positivity. (Similar inequalities have been derived
using other methods in [10].)

A. Wilson Loops

The Wilson loop W\C\ for any closed loop C is defined by the expectation (in the
pure gauge measure),

(where the product is understood to be ordered around the loop). For simplicity we
will restrict our attention to rectangular loops whose side lengths do not exceed the
length of the lattice. At zero temperature, the static quark potential may be
extracted from Wilson loops [11],

Vq\r) = lim - -In Wttΐ, (A1.2)

where Wtίt. is the expectation of a loop of length ί in the time direction and r is space.
(This relation is false at non-zero temperature.)

Let WI j denote the expectation of a rectangular loop of size Ix J in a
particular plane of the lattice. First note that reflection positivity implies that WItJ

is non-negative. This follows since any rectangular loop may be written in the form
(AΘ(A)y, where Θ is a reflection bisecting the loop. Next, applying reflection
positivity to the 1x1 loop with the plane of reflection perpendicular to the plane of
the loop and containing one of its sides yields

W1 1<W1 2

1/2.

[To derive this, one considers one of the links of the 1 x 1 loop to be on the opposite
side of the plane of reflection from the other three links, applies (2.5), and then
applies the Schwarz inequality to the sum over color indices linking the two pieces
of the loop together.] Generalizing this argument, one may easily prove

for J less than or equal to the length of the lattice in the chosen direction. [If J is not
a multiple of 2, then after reaching the largest power of two smaller than J, one

11 This fact was overlooked in [Ib] where it was incorrectly claimed that the extension to non-
zero chemical potential was straightforward
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must choose a reflection which yields the 1 x J loop times a smaller loop, both to
fractional powers. Repeatedly applying this procedure to the leftover pieces
eventually yields (A 1.3).]

Reapplying this technique using perpendicular directions produces the well
known area law bound

W1Λ^W^IJ. (MA)

This implies that the zero temperature quark potential cannot rise faster than
linearly. (This result was first derived in [24].)

This argument based on reflection positivity actually yields the stronger result
that (W/,j)1/JJ is monotonically increasing in / and J.

B. Static Quark Potential

The static quark potential is determined by the two point function of the trace of
the twist (also called a Wilson line).

We will restrict our consideration to the case where the separation x — x' is directed
along a lattice axis, and use Gj to denote the two point function at a separation J.

Exactly the same procedure of successively applying various reflections that
was used for Wilson loops may be applied to the two point function (A 1.5) to show
that (Gj)1/J is monotonically increasing in J (for l^J?gL/2). in other words
F**(|x — x'|)/|x — x'| is monotonically decreasing.

In addition, the expectations of timelike Wilson loops may be related to the
two point function of Wilson lines. Consider a rectangular Wilson loop which
extends a length Lt/2 in time and an arbitrary distance J ( g Ls) in space. This loop
may be written in the form

where U and [/' are the timelike legs of the loop, and 7 and V are the spacelike legs.
We wish to get rid of the spacelike legs. To do so consider the spacelike reflection
Θ which leaves invariant a pair of planes containing the spacelike legs Fand V (see
footnote 3). We may consider the spacelike legs of our loop to be on the opposite
side of the planes of reflection from the timelike legs and apply reflection positivity.
This yields

Applying the Schwarz inequality for sums gives

WLtl2,j^ (Σ E7yβ(l7y)Σ Uίtβ(U3)
\i , j M

Combining this result with the monotonicity of Wilson loops yields

for timelike Wilson loops with time extent 7rgL ί/2.
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C. Electric Flux Free Energy

The electric flux free energy is defined by

where τ[S01] [defined in (2.8)] is an operator which flips the coupling on a coclosed
stack of plaquettes which we may choose to be

In order to relate the static quark potential to the electric free energy, one may
begin with the two point function at a separation of half the lattice length, GLs/2,
and insert one in the form,

Hence ^ - τ

σW2 = <itrQ[θ]i(i-^
where x = (L/Z)^. In the part of the second expectation involving τ[S01], we may
make a change of variables which flips the signs of the set of timelike links,
L0= {l0(n)\n0 = n1=Q}. This yields

where SQI — {Poι(^)lwo — 0, nί = — I}. We may now apply reflection positivity
using a reflection which leaves invariant timelike planes containing £2[0] and
Ω[x], Considering both traces of the twist to be on opposite sides of the lattice
from τ[S01], we find

In the second expectation, we may once again flip the signs of the links in the set
L0. This change of variables transforms the second expectation into the first.
Therefore, we find

Combined with the precious monotonicity of the static quark potential, this
result implies that

nδ(l* - x'l)/l* - *Ί ̂  F*Λ*/LS - (2T/LJ In2 (A1.9)

for (x-x'I^

D. 'tHooft Loops and the Magnetic Flux Free Energy

The 'tHooft "loop" B[S] is defined for any set of plaquettes S as [5,9]

where the operator τ[S] flips the sign of the coupling on each of the plaquettes in
the set S [see Eq. (2.8)]. If S and S' are sets of plaquettes which differ by the
coboundary of a set of links, S-S' = δL, then E[S] = BCS7] . In the infinite volume
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limit, this means that £[S] only depends on the coboundary of S (i.e., the coclosed
set of cubes C = δS). In a non-confining phase the 't Hooft loop is expected to
decrease exponentially with the minimal size of the set S, B[S]~exp-7c|SΊ,
whereas in a confining phase £[S]~exp — μ\δS\ [5,9].

Consider "rectangular" sets of Sj of the form

where J0 = Jί = 0 (and Jμ^Ls). Applying reflection positivity in essentially the
same manner that was described for Wilson loops directly yields the bound

B[Sδ]^B[Sj]1/ra, (Al.ll)

as well as the stronger statement that B^Sj]11^ is monotonically increasing in
each component J μ (for 2^μ ^d).

Next, note that when Jμ = Lsϊoτ2^μ^ d, the set Sjis identical to the coclosed
set S01 defining the magnetic flux free energy [see Eq. (2.8)], and hence for this set

j] — exp( — Fmag/T). Combined with the monotonicity, this means that

β[Sj] i/ra ̂  exp( - FS**/(TL*- *) . (Al. 12)

This shows that non-confining behavior of the magnetic flux free energy
(F™ag~κLs

d~ί,κ>0) implies non-confining behavior of 't Hooft loops.
Finally, all of the bounds in this appendix immediately extend from SU(2) to

any other gauge group (with a non-trivial center). The only changes involve the use
of fourier transforms over the center of the group in the definition of electric and
magnetic flux, and the replacement of factors of two by the dimension of the
fundamental representation and/or the dimension of the center.

Appendix II. Contour Sums

The following procedure may be used to construct all possible contours (i.e.,
connected coclosed sets of links intersecting a given path C) of a given size.

1. Order all plaquettes of the lattice in an arbitrary fashion.
2. Pick a link of the path C to be contained in the contour y.
3. Build the remainder of the contour y by choosing successive links so as to

always remove the lowest ordered plaquette from the coboundary of the
previously chosen set of links.

If the final set of links is a valid topologically trivial contour, then in order for
y[C] to equal 1, y must enclose one of the endpoints of the path C. The minimal size
of a contour which intersects a link of C at a distance k from the endpoint it
encloses is 2(d— l)/c + 2. Therefore at step 2, no more than 2(|y| — 2)/2(d— 1)
choices can lead to a valid contour. If the final set is topologically non-
trivial contour, then the number of valid choices at step 2 equals the length of the
path C. The minimal size of a topologically non-trivial contour is (Ls)

d~ *, and the
maximal length path we ever consider is Ls/2. Therefore, provided Ls ̂  4 (which
we will henceforth assume), \C\^(Ls

d~l — 2)/(d — 1) so that the number of valid
choices at step 2 is always bounded by (\y\ — 2)/(d—l).
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Each succeeding link of the contour is determined by selecting one of the links
in the boundary of a particular plaquette (the lowest ordered plaquette in the
coboundary of the partially chosen contour). Since at least one of the links in the
boundary of the plaquette has already been selected, one has at most 3 choices for
each successive link. Furthermore, in order for the resulting set of links to be a
coclosed contour, the final d — 1 links must be chosen in a unique way. Therefore,
the total number of choices satisfies

Appendix III. Transfer Matrix Bounds

Propagation in euclidean "time" is described by the transfer matrix T whose
matrix elements are given by

L Π dum
t=ί

• Π expjβ Σ tr(L/ t[OC/ ί

t_1[/]-l) + j?s Σ tr([7r[<5p]-l). (All)
t=l [ leΛs peΛs

Here the link variables at the initial and final times are fixed, l/0[/] = [/[/], UL\Ί]
= U'[ΐ]. For later convenience we assume that L is an integral power of 2, L = 2α.

A. Upper Bound

To derive an upper bound, we may simply set βs to zero. Then, in the absence of
spacelike couplings, one can exactly integrate over every other spacelike link
variable (i.e., Ut[ΐ] for t odd). Thus,

TL(βt,0)=Π\SLΠdUt[I]
leΛs (. ί= 1 ί=

where

Here, the function /(z) is defined as

sin2θexp[zcosθ] =ln(2/t(2)/z) (A3.2)
O π/2 J

and \\U+ U'\\ =(£tr(l/+ U') (U + U'W2. From this integral representation, one
may immediately see that /(z) is convex (/"(z) ί; 0) and that /(O) = 0. Therefore
/(z(l - s)) ̂  (1 - s)/(z) for 0 ̂  s ̂  1 .

Since || U + U'\\ =[/tr(l + U'U*) ^ 2(1 -^ tr(l - U'U^)), we find that

t- 1)] .
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This result has the same exponential dependence on tr(ί7/C7t — 1) as does
the original nearest neighbor interaction. Consequently, we find that the length
L transfer matrix may be bounded by a length L/2 transfer matrix,

leΛs

where the "renormalized" coupling β^^sf^βt)- Iterating this result yields our
desired upper bound,

T2\βτ, βs) ̂  T(β^\ 0) exp(|Λ|Fiα)) = exp Σ β($ tr (U'[I] UUV - 1) exp(μ4s|F§?) ,
leΛs

, (A3.3)
where

/^iWΓ1') (A3.4)
with #°> = β, and „_! .

pω = Σ 2« - * - (/(4/?<*>) - 4jβ«) . (A3.5)
As Γ->oo, k=0 2

β($ ~T6(8j5(Γ υ - 3 ln4^<Γ 1} - lnπ/2) ~ 2"% + O(lnft) ,

and F '̂ ~ - (I01 - 1) In4πft3 - In 8.

ΰ. Lower Bound

To prove a similar lower bound, we begin by inserting a set of projection operators
which will force spacelike links at neighboring times (i.e., Ut\ΐ\ and Ut+ j[/]) to be
close together. Let ,

1 if itr^^
0 otherwise,

where the constant ε will be chosen later. Note that the condition Pε(£/)Φθ is
equivalent to the requirement that the rotation angle, or geodesic distance between
U and the identity be no greater than ε. Now TL(βt,βs)^T^(βt,βs\ where

τϊ(βt,βj=ιLn n dυm π in
ί=l Ze/L s t=l

Σ
ίeyl s

The condition PI/ ' I/^ΦO iml ies that

Furthermore, if ||C/t[/]-l7ί+1[q||^β for all leΛs9 then
<4ε. Therefore

-,
where

L-l

ί=2 leΛs t=2
ίeven ίeven

L

ί = 2 Z e Λ sίeven
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Now, given any two group elements, [7, 17' e SU(2), let Ό = (U + U')/\\ U + U'\\ and
note that if

$tτ(UU*)^cos(λβ/2) and ±tτ(U"Ui)^cos(l-λ/2)ε

for some λ e [0, 2], then the triangle inequality applied to the geodesic distances
between U, U, and V" implies that ^tr(l/"U't) ̂  cos ε. In other words, the domain
where PB(U"Ui)Pe(U"U'i)*Q contains the region where Pλε(U'U*) and
P(i-λ/2)ε(U"U^) are simultaneously non-zero. Therefore,

where the function gε(z) is defined as

[(l-λ/2)ε ///Q
J — -sin2flexp(zcosθ) . (A3.6)
o π/2

Since gε(z) is a convex function,

Λ(2j8||ϋ + ϋΊ|)^

Furthermore, P^tf'l^ΦO implies that

Combining these bounds and noting that g'ε(z)^l, we find that

JB(U'9 U β)^ Pλε(U'Uϊ) exp ίgε(4β) -4β + β(2 cos2 Aε/4) ~ 1

Once again, this result has the same form as the original nearest neighbor
interaction. Consequently, we have the lower bound

Ϊ-W- Σ
ίe/ls pe^l

where ^(<) = (2cos2/lε/4)~Vf Iterating this result yields

T2"(βt, βs) * Tλ«ε(β<$, 2«

= n ^(ί/
•exp Σ 2α

/9str([/'[3p]-l)exp(μs|^
)), (A3.7)

peΛs

where

β™ = (2 cos2(λkε/4)Γ lβ(k<~ υ (A3.8)

with jS^-^, and

β (A3.9)

If we choose lαε ~ ξ/yβJLt for fixed ξ as T-> oo, and 1 < λ < j/2, then for high
temperature,
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>-λ)(J/2/A)0-2d(d-l)ξ-^^f^,
J-'~ 1/ft/A (λ 1}(A3.10)

where

R(z)=-\n\ l-j/2/πJ dθθ2Qxp(-θ2/2) . (A3.ll)

Given the definitions (2.2) of βt and βs, this result shows that F($-F(*} is bounded
as the temperature T->oo with the bare coupling g2 and Lt fixed. Regretably,
F(£ — F($ does not remain bounded as Lf-κx), and consequently our bounds on
confinement criteria do not have uniform Lr->oo limits.12

Appendix IV. Partition Function Bounds

A. XY Model Upper Bound

To find a useful upper bound on the xy model partition function,

Z^(β) = lY[——expΣ Σ β(c°s(θ(n) — θ(n + μ ) ) — l ) ,
n ^71 n μ= 1

we will use a simplified version of the Migdal-Kadanoff recursion relations [26].
Let

n μ Φ v
n veven

and define ZΓτl = Z"cy<expτzl1>vv. Note that

and

Therefore Zx* - Z[0] ̂  Z[j8]. Now, in Z[j8] the effect of the operator zl j is to either
double or cancel the coupling on links in such a way that half of the variables
become coupled to only two nearest neighbors. These variables may then be
integrated out as follows.

=S Π expΣ Σ 2β(cos(θ(n)-θ(n
n £71 n μ φ l n

«ι even ~ HI e~ven

where
jn//

K(θ, θ1) = I -— expj?(cos(θ" - θ) + cos(θ" - θ1) - 2)
2π

and

[2π ,7fl Ί
J e'coβ* I ιn/o(z). (A4.1)
o 2π J

12 We thank the referee for drawing attention to this point
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Since h(z) is convex, A(0) = 0, and \ew + ew'\^2-(l -cos(θ-θ/))/2, we find

K(θ, θ'} £ exp \h(2β) -2β + ±h(2β) (cos (θ - θ') -1)],
so that

z-^f Σ rfg(n)

Cχp Σ
n 2π n

«ιeven «ιeven

+ Σ 2β(cos(θ(n)-(n
μ φ l

Repeating this procedure for the other (d— 1) directions (i.e., inserting e2βA2 and
integrating out variables on sites with n2 odd, etc.) yields

• h(2vβ) -2vβ+^ h(2vβ) (cos(θ(n) - θ(n + 2v)) -1 .

The anisotropy in the renormalized couplings may be removed by noting that
2~vh(2vβ)^h(2β)/2. Thus, we find

If L = 2α, then iterating this bound yields

, (A4.2)
where

Zjc,(/0 = exp "Σ Σ 2 - "(2 ~ v/j(2^'fc») - β<k >) , (A4.3)
Λ = 0 v = l

and
β(v = 2d-3h(2β(k-V). (MA)

The convexity of h(z) implies that

and

^(/c) ̂  2(
d - 2>*0 + Σ 2d ~ 3(/ϊ(2(d " 2)j2jS) - 2(d ~ 2)j'2jβ) .

j = ι
Using this, one may show that

Σ -i
= 0 v = l

uniformly in L = 2".

B. Pure Gauge Lower Bound

To find a lower bound on the pure gauge theory partition function,

Σ tr([/[δp] -!) + /?, Σ tr(l/[δp]-l)V
leΛ
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we first write Z in terms of the transfer matrix,

zΛ(βt,βs)=S Π duu] Π dΩWτL<({uΩm{um};β»βs),
leΛs xeΛs

and then use the lower bound on the transfer matrix derived in Appendix III. This
yields

ZA*l Π dΩ[x] Π dU[ΐ] Π P
x<=Λs leΛs l = (yy'yeΛs

\peΛs leΛs

expμis|F<«>,

where a = \n2Lt, λ and ε are arbitrary constants (which will be chosen presently),
and the numbers β($ and F(<} (depending on βt, βs, Lί? λ, and ε) are defined in
Eqs. (A3.8) and (A3.9).

We now parameterize the twist and the remaining spacelike link variables as
follows,

Ω[x]ΞF[x]eίτ3ω[x]F[x]t,

V[f] = V[y] (cosθ[/]^τ3φ[/] + ίτ1 sinθ[l]e/τ3^[/])F[};/]t

(where / = <y/». φ[ΐ] and χ[/] range from 0 to 2π, ω[x] lies in [0, π], and 0[Γ| is in
[0, π/2]. Note that

dΩ[x] = dK[x]dω[x]sin2ω[x]/(π/2) ,

and dϋ[α ̂  rfθ[/]^[/]^[/] sin2θ[/]/(2π)2 ,

[};] cosω[/] + cos

We now restrict the integration region to the domain

with 0</7<π/6, and λaε<π/2. Therefore ||(7[Γ]-Vt3<W]|| = 2sw(θ[Γ\/2)^η, and

Consequently,

[
. I I ,

f — sin2ω
δ π/2Sm ωj

exp|yl^α)| [F(<} —i

?s;ξ,A,^)Msl

5 (A4.5)
where

ξ^λ'εYβJLt, (A4.6)
and

• exp [ - dξ2(β^Lt/βt) - 4d(d - \)L,βsη + F$] . (A4.7)

Finally, using (A3. 10) note that
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as T-* oo for some positive constant c depending on #2, Lt, ξ, λ, and η. (In principle,
ξ, λ, and η could be chosen to optimize this bound.)

Appendix V. One Dimensional Fermions

We wish to compute the one dimensional fermion integral,

d(Ω) = J I! dv*ίφfexpi Σ (<Pt-ιyoΩllLtψt-ψtyoΩ~~i/LtΨt-ι),
t=l t=l

where φ0 = — ψLt and ψ0 = —ψLt (due to the antiperiodic boundary conditions for
fermions). If Ω = ueiωτ3u\ then by a change of variables ψt^uψt, and a fourier
transform we obtain,

Lt Lt

d(Ω) = J Π dψndψnexp Σ ψ^iγo^m
n=l n=l

Lt

= Π det(iy0 sin(vπ + ωτ3/Lί)) ,
n=l

where vn = (2n— l)π/Lf. Since (for L even)

Π s

we find
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